
Impact of autoimmune disease on quality of life: a qualitative study 

 

Introduction 

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), Systemic sclerosis (SSc) and inflammatory myopathies 

(IM) are rare diseases, with an estimated prevalence of 43, 15 and 10 cases per 100000 

inhabitants in France, respectively. Patients with these auto-immune diseases must be 

followed by specialists in centres with dedicated expertise. The impact of SLE, SSc and IM on 

daily life is severe, due to cutaneous involvement, functional limitations, and psychological 

impact. In most cases, the diseases involve middle-aged individuals and their impact on the 

social and professional life is major and often overlooked. The impact of these diseases on 

the quality of life is assessed using either generic or specific questionnaires. Most of these 

tools have underwent quantitative psychometric evaluation. However, none of these allow 

full assessment of consequences over patients. 

Objectives: 

-To define concepts related to SLE, SSc and IM burden over patients daily life. 

-To use qualitative data to define items, to later create an item bank 

-To identify poorly recognized issues by health professionals or instruments routinely used 

for assessing quality of life 

Methods 

1) A workgroup including a sociologist, patients, and physicians specialists of SLE, SSc, and IM 

will perform a full review of available tools used to assess quality of life and perceptual 

health in each of these 3 diseases. Using the workgroup experience, and literature data, a 

semi-structured interviews guide will be constructed for each of the 3 diseases. 

2) Then, a sociologist will be included for a year in each of 3 reference centres (2 internal 

medicine departments: Pitié Salpêtrière and CHU de Lille) and a competence centre (Internal 

medicine department, CHU de Dijon).Semi structured interviews will be performed with 

patients until saturation of concepts will be reached, which usually requires less than 30 

patients. Each interview will be recorded and transcripted by an experienced sociologist 

working with sociology laboratory of Dijon University (CNRS UMR7366), to identify all the 

dimensions affected by these diseases. 

3) These dimensions will then be formulated as items by each of the 3 workgroups, and 

compared to those assessed by tools that are used routinely. 

4) Item content and formulation will be discussed bv focus groups for each of the 3 diseases. 

Impact and expected results 

-Identification of aspects of disease burden over the quality of life that is not currently 

assessed by health professionals and available tools. 

-Potential building of an exhaustive item bank containing items from available tools as well 

as additional items derived from this study. 

Relevancy of the research 

Few studies and no French study have assessed the impact of these diseases over patients 

daily life using a qualitative approach. Currently, assessment of qualitative impact of these 



diseases is scarcely performed in the routine clinical practice. Therefore identifying new 

dimensions that are not routinely taken into account by health professionals would improve 

the quality of care.  

The many tools currently used for assessing the quality of life have their strengths and 

weaknesses, and none is universal. Formulating new items regrouped within an item bank 

would allow the development of tools dedicated to the assessment of the specific 

requirements of each group of patient.  


